
Political Parties: Essential To Democracy

Political parties have existed since the first 
decade of the new government’s existence.  
Americans have always had ambivalent feelings 
about them.

Parties are necessary, and they perform vital 
functions.  But they have always been 
complicated, full of internal conflict, 
disorganized and decentralized, rigid but 
capable of being taken over by reformers.

Parties often mirror American society and are 
deeply rooted in the democratic process.



What Parties Do for Democracy

•Party Functions
•Organize the Competition

•Unify the Electorate

•Inspire and Inform Voters

•Translate Preferences into Policy

•Provide Loyal Opposition

•Organize Government

•Help Govern

•Act as Watchdogs

•Nominate Candidates

•Ensure Candidate Quality

•Party Systems – Multiparty and Two Party System 

•Minor Parties: Persistence and Frustration



Party Systems
Multiparty

▪ Coalition government 

is necessary

▪ Minor parties have an 

incentive to persevere

▪ Proportional 

representation

▪ Governments tend 

toward instability

Two party

• Winner-takes-all 

system

• “Wasted vote” 

syndrome 

discourages minor 

parties

• Government tends 

toward stability

• Policy change is 

incremental

The U.S. is a two-party system; most other 

democracies have a multiparty system



Party Systems
Although the United States has many minor parties, only the 

two major parties have much of a chance to win elections. 

Multiparty systems are almost always found in countries that 

have a parliamentary government, in contrast to our 

presidential system.

Barriers to Minor-Party Success

• Tradition

• Consensus

• History



Minor Parties: Persistence and Frustration
❑Ideological Parties

❑Protest Parties

❑Single Issue Parties

❑Splinter Parties

❑Libertarian Party

❑Green Party

❑Reform Party

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Pat_Buchanan.jpg


The purpose of Political Parties is to

a. recruit potential officeholders

b. simplify alternatives

c. unite the electorate

d. all of the above



Which of the following is not a present-

day function of Political Parties

a. distribution of welfare handouts

b. stimulation of interest in public affairs

c. recruitment of political leadership

d. linkage between the mass public and 

government



A Brief History of American Political Parties

•Our First Parties

•Political parties emerged largely out of practical 

necessity. Federalists and Anti-Federalists

•In 1787, parties began to form as citizens debated the 

ratification of the U.S. Constitution.

•Realigning Elections

•1824 Andrew Jackson and the Democrats

•1860 The Civil War and the Rise of the Republicans

•1896 A Party in Transition

•1932 FDR and the New Deal Alignment

•Divided Government

•The 2008 Election: Witnessing History



American Party 

History

• Federalist Party

• Anti-Mason Party

• Two minor anti-slavery 

parties in the 1840s:

– Liberty Party

– Free-soil party

• Greenback Party

• People’s Party

• American Socialist Party

• Socialist Labor Party 



The Last Half Century

• Major shifts in party demographics have occurred in 

recent decades.

• Since 1953, divided government, with one party 

controlling Congress and the other the White House, 

has been in effect twice as long as united government.

• Elections during the past few decades have seen power 

change hands numerous times without any long-term 

shifts in the population in party allegiance.

CONTROL OVER NATIONAL POLITICS HAS GONE BACK AND 
FORTH BETWEEN THE PARTIES SINCE THEIR BEGINNING

Federalist
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Minor Parties in the United States

Year Party Presidential              Percent            Electoral

Candidate                 Popular              Votes 

Vote              Received

1832    Anti-Masonic William Wirt 8% 7

1856    American Milliard Fillmore 22 8

1860 Democratic John C. Breckenridge 18 72

(Secessionist)

1860    Constitutional Union John Bell 13 79

1892    People’s (Populist) James B. Weaver 9 22

1912 Bull Moose Theodore  Roosevelt   27 88

(Progressive)

1912    Socialist Eugene V. Debs 6 0

1924 Progressive Robert M. LaFollette 17 13



Minor Parties in the United States

Year Party Presidential           Percent        Electoral

Candidate            Popular          Votes 

Vote           Received

1948 States’ Rights Strom Thurmond        2% 39

(Dixiecrat)

1948    Progressive            Henry A. Wallace        2                     0

1968 American George C. Wallace    14                   46

Independent

1980 National Unity         John Anderson           7 0

1992 Reform                     Ross Perot                19 0

1996 Reform                     Ross Perot               8 0

2000   Green Ralph Nader 3 0
Reform Pat Buchanan 0 0

2000 Independent Ralph Nader 0 0

2008 Reform Ralph Nader # #



American Parties Today

Parties as Institutions

• National Party Leadership

• Party Platforms

• Parties at the State and 

Local Levels

Parties in Government

• In the Legislative Branch

• In the Executive Branch

• In the Judicial Branch

• At the State and Local Levels



American Parties Today
Party Platforms



American Parties Today (continue)

Parties in the Electorate

•Party Registration

When voters register to vote 

in the states, they are asked to 

state their party preference. 

•Party Activists
People who invest time and 

effort in political parties 

•Party Identification
Partisanship is what political 

scientists 

•Partisan Dealignment?



Party Identification

Why do you 

suppose 1/3 to 

40% of the 

electorate 

considers 

themselves 

non-partisan?



Group Voting Patterns



Are the Political Parties Dying?

Party Identification, 1950 – 2000s



Are the Political Parties Dying?

• Critics of the U.S. party system make three 

allegations against it.

(1) parties do not take meaningful and contrasting positions 

on most issues, 

(2) party membership is essentially meaningless, and 

(3) parties are so concerned with accommodating the 

middle of the ideological spectrum that they are 

incapable of serving as an avenue for social progress.

• Some analysts fear that parties are in severe 

decline or even mortally ill.

• Legislation limiting the viability and functions of 

parties was bad enough, say the party pessimists, 

but parties suffer from additional problems.



Are the Political Parties Dying?

Reform Among the Democrats
• Agreed to a number of reforms, responding to the 

disarray and to disputes about the fairness of delegate 

selection procedures

• Established a process that led to greater use of direct 

primaries for the selection of delegates to the national 

convention and greater representation of younger voters, 

women, and minorities as elected delegates. 

• Abolition of the winner-take-all rule (the unit rule) that 

gave all delegates to the primary or convention winner.

Reform Among the Republicans
• Republicans did not make changes as drastic as those 

made by Democrats

• Did give the national committee more control over 

presidential campaigns



Continued Importance of Parties

• Political parties are vital to the functioning of 

democracy, organizing electoral competition, unify 

large portions of the electorate, simplify democracy for 

voters, help transform individual preferences into 

policy, and provide a mechanism for opposition.

• Parties are just as important in organizing the 

government, straddling the separation of powers as 

fellow partisans cooperate between the executive and 

legislative branches or between the House and Senate.

• Parties provide an important way for citizens to 

influence government.

Are Political Parties Dying?



How Parties Raise and Spend Money

How Parties Raise and Spend Money

•Political parties rely on contributions from 

individuals and interest groups to fund their 

activities.

•Because of the close connection, political parties 

have with office holders, the courts have long 

permitted regulation of the source and amount of 

money people and groups can contribute to parties, as 

well as the amount parties can spend with or 

contribute to candidates.



Effects of the 2002 Campaign Finance Reforms (BCRA)



Party Expenditures

•Party committees are 

permitted to make 

contributions to candidates 

and can spend a limited 

amount of money in what 

are called “coordinated 

expenditures.”

•Compared to other 

countries, the U.S. has less 

public funding of political 

parties and candidates.

How Parties Raise and Spend Money



a. Weak voter involvement

b. Disruptions of traditional voting patterns

c. Changes in the relationships of power 

within the broader political community

d. The formation of new and durable 

electoral groupings

Which of these is NOT a characteristic 

of a realigning election?



A major cause for the persistence of the 

two-party system in the United States is 

that

a. the major parties have become disciplined 

and issue-oriented.

b. election districts have a single incumbent.

c. third parties have failed to point out 

issues.

d. major party ideas and platform are too 

much like religious dogma.



The _____ party evolved out of the 

crisis over slavery.

a. Whig

b. Democratic

c. Modern Republican

d. Second Federalist



The _____ party put together a grand 

coalition lasting from the Civil War 

until 1932.

a. Whig

b. Democratic

c. Republican

d. Bull Moose



Third-party leaders have included all of 

the following except

a. Ralph Nader

b. Ross Perot

c. George Wallace

d. California Governor Jerry Brown



When a voter must be registered in a 

party to vote in the primary, it is called

a. closed

b. open

c. direct

d. crossover



a. Political parties were weakened because of 

limits on funding

b. There was a surge in individual contributions 

resulting in a strengthening of political parties

c. There was no change in contributions

d. There was a short weakening of contributions 

followed by a modest increase

After passage of the BCRA, ________.


